Articles defaming Dr. Gorski and/or Karmanos Cancer Center appearing on NaturalNews.com (updated 2/24/2017):

1. With outrageous censoring of Natural News, Google now becomes the internet’s #1 BULLY and pusher of hate speech… #SaveNaturalNews (2/24/2017)
2. Top 10 “Science Ass-Hat of the Year” Awards handed out to the shills, hucksters and liars of medicine and biotech (1/17/2017)
3. Vaccine pushers who promote mercury injections into children are “medical child molesters,” warns heavy metals expert (1/13/2017)
4. Look who grasps the vaccine-autism connection... Congressman Tom Price, President Trump’s pick for Secretary of Health and Human Services (1/2/2017)
5. The most evil people in medicine today (12/15/2016).
6. David Gorski's cancelled drug trial tainted by institutional conflict of interest (rehash of Jake Crosby’s article, 9/13/2016)
7. Meet the top 9 shills and propagandists of the toxic vaccine industry (9/3/2016)
8. NEW LOW: Karmanos cancer surgeon David Gorski gloats about death of complementary cancer doctor (8/18/2016)
9. Proof sciencebasedmedicine.org's Doctor David Gorski is a liar - And if you find a bigger Gorski Lie to better this example let us know (8/10/2016)
10. Doctors who commit sex abuse, fraud, murder and identity impersonation now accepted as normal by a corrupt cancer establishment (8/5/2016)
11. Victims of Detroit cancer criminal awarded $8M in settlement... is the arrest of fraudster Dr. David Gorski next? (7/22/2016)
12. Dr. Farid Fata, criminal cancer fraudster and medical murderer, confessed to conspiring over illegal cancer treatments... with WHOM did he conspire? (7/17/2016)
13. Surgeon by day, internet troll by night... The sad, pathetic life of Dr. David Gorski, a vaccine-pushing cancer surgeon filled with hatred for humanity (7/8/2016)
14. Karmanos Cancer Center doctor caught running over a dozen sock puppet accounts to impersonate online identities (7/3/2016)
15. Demonic and deranged doctors in America... An inside look at 3 medical lunatics: one serving 45 years in prison, one just got fired, and a third is still a surgeon (6/26/2016)
16. Can a cancer doctor truly help anyone heal when he is filled with hatred? New questions raised about Dr. David Gorski of the Karmanos Cancer Center (6/17/2016)
17. Vaccine and chemotherapy-pushing doctors repeatedly cite studies that DON'T EXIST in order to brainwash their victims (6/5/2016)
18. Pushing the CAUSE of autism while designing FAKE medicine to 'treat' it - and getting paid millions - that's David H. Gorski, oncologist and drug manipulator (5/24/2016)

19. Is Dr. David Gorski mentally deranged because he was brain damaged by vaccines? (5/19/2016)

20. Cancer screening mostly a psychological terror campaign waged against women to enrich cancer treatment clinics, warns doctor (5/11/2016) Note: Uses a co-author against Dr. Gorski.

21. Vaccine propagandist David Gorski worked alongside cancer fraud doctor Farid Fata (5/10/2016)

22. Science 'skeptics' are really just a HATE group using Internet anonymity to trash natural health community... FBI called on to investigate (5/9/2016)


24. If Flint officials get arrested for poisoning children with lead, why aren't CDC officials being arrested for poisoning children with MERCURY? (5/9/2016)

25. Cancer doctor David Gorski (ORAC) is a 'ticking time bomb' for malpractice and medical negligence, warns health author (5/5/2016)

26. Karmanos cancer surgeon Dr. David Gorski linked to 'skeptics' kingpin James Randi caught on tape soliciting bl*w job from young man - source (5/3/2014)

27. 'Science skeptics' use guerilla warfare tactics and racketeering behavior to infiltrate Wikipedia and spread corporate propaganda (5/2/2016)

28. David Gorski's extreme arrogance, pathological hatred and total disregard for opposing viewpoints makes him a danger to Karmanos cancer patients, warns author (4/29/2016)

29. Meet Dr. David H. Gorski of Karmanos Cancer Center, a.k.a. 'ORAC,' the insane surgical oncologist who takes breaks from surgery to spread blog hate (4/27/2016)

30. Three physicians who disregarded medical choice to maim, murder or abandon patients (one of them is still practicing) (4/24/2016)

31. Detroit cancer surgeon warning: Watch out for Dr. David Gorski at the Karmanos Cancer Center (4/23/2016)

32. The sociopathic physician: Dr. David Gorski plans huge profits from autism while promoting vaccines and extreme hatred under the banner of 'science' (4/22/2016)

33. Science troll and cancer surgeon David Gorski (ORAC) named in conspiracy allegations filed with the FBI; Health Ranger to deliver 'bombshell' findings in sworn testimony (4/21/2016)

34. Dr. David Gorski accused of deliberately promoting cancer-causing medical interventions because he financially benefits from cancer patients (4/21/2016)
35. Detroit's corrupt healthcare system exposed: Crittenton oncology nurse goes berserk when probed about cancer fraudster Dr. Farid Fata (4/20/2016)

36. Patient complaints about Dr. David Gorski are just the beginning... why Karmanos Cancer Institute patients must save their own lives from mentally deranged doctors (4/20/2016)

37. Dr. David Gorski named in medical conspiracy allegations complaint filed with Karmanos Cancer Center and Michigan Attorney General (4/20/2016)

38. HuffPo censors VAXXED documentary article and blocks writer account after discredited science troll David Gorski hijacks Wikipedia to trash the film (4/19/2016)

39. Pro-vaccine shill Dr. David Gorski, linked to cancer fraudster, in cahoots with pharma to develop lucrative autism drug (4/18/2016)

40. Hijacked by pro-vaccine troll Dr. David Gorski, Wikipedia publishes deceitful entry on VAXXED documentary (3/17/2016)

Other potentially defamatory articles about Dr. Gorski:
1. Mike Adams (Natural News) Attacks Skeptics’ Center Point… by Patrick “Tim” Bolen (2016)
2. Whale.to entry on Dr. Gorski (2016)
3. Truth Wiki entry on Karmanos Cancer Center (2016)
4. TruthWiki entry on Dr. Gorski (2015)
5. TruthWiki entry on Dr. Farid Fata (2016)

Radio/podcasts:
1. The Robert Scott Bell Show, April 20, 2016, Ty Bollinger! Gov forces chemo, Splenda causes Leukemia, Mike Adams vs Orac Gorski, cannabis for the ladies, Zika scam, Jon Rappoport live!